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Our I.st issue conl.ined a lead ar ticle
devo ted 10 the economic jU1Olification of a
large capital Investmenl in au toma ted len
equipment. The purposes In writing tha arti·
cle wete twofold 1) to .11'1' ourselves with
our ra&ders In the common problem of justi·
fying capital e )tpenditures, and 2) to demon.
strati by example an economic reonon ing
.....ooess prOIl8fl acceptable to one ~
menl l6ilm. T he response to the articla was
somewhat start li ng but most pl6ilslng. Re·
Quests for" reprlnl o f . ta lk refer red to in lhe
article deplated ou r wPely within three
weeks o f the ma iling date o f the Experi·
mettter. II has beeo necessary 10 mal<e more
capies available for the con tinui ng demand.
All of which .proves thaI most enginOOfs
are IIOt unmlnd lul o f lhe impac t upOn their
company's financial posi tion of their requests
for capital expenditures for Instrumen tation.
They recognlle thet Ihelr expenditures are
directly related 10 the profitability of their
comPlny and . re willing to act as financially
responsible, reesonabla I ndlvid~l s _ when
given direction and guidance in procurement.
We are happy to have cont ribu ted In a small
way to Increeslng the enginOOflng value end
knowledge of OOf readers.
The next logical step is to discuss the
ec::onomiaof instrument utHlUIlloo. We hope
to p resen t , shorll y, some though" , e Kperl ·
ences,.nd advice on o ther forms 01 engineer·
ing mal"laglment - the control of Instrumenu
within an organl18tion. and the economic
Wlt$te o f mismanagemen t. The sub ject is •
veKing one In many companies, large and
small. It has been of greet concern to oor
govemmen t , whiCh has a tremend ous Invest ·
ment In test Instrumen tation In its own and in
its con tractors' plants.
Perhaps you have some thoughts on t he
sub ject? If so, we'll be glad to hllilr from you.

C.E.Whita
Editor
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Toward a More Usefu l Reference Standa rd Resistor
The Electrostatic Synem of Uniu and Measuremenu provides 8 me thod of establishing Ihe value o f a
standard resistor directly from the value of Ihe computable capacitor developed by Thompson -1.3mpa,d
in Australia . The value 101 a resistor which more closely approaches the capaCitor ', impedance reduces
the multiplication factor for cal ibration pu rposes ; Ihe comparison-measurement accuracy is th ereby
increased up to some definite value lor the resistor . For pl"8ctical rltasons . the compromise value 01
10,000 ohms has been established recentiv lor a new s ta ndard of resistance. Development work by
General Radio has produced a resili tor with the high stabili ty of the Thomas 1-<1hm ,es's lor and with a
belief temperature coefficient. OUI new and differ&nt design approach is described in this article.

A number of articles have been written on the advantages
of a I O,OOO-ohm reference standard resistor in comparison to
a I-ohm standard. Some writers have gone so far as to assume
that a 10,000-0hm resistor will replace the famous Thomastype l-ohm standard. I'm afraid we will have 10 wait a long
time - perhaps 30 years - before this ean be proven. But in
the meantime, let's see what some of the advan tages are to
calibration laboratories presenliy dependent upon the l-ohm
reference stand ard .
The 10,OQO..ohm standard reduces thenumber oftransfer
steps required to measure resistors in the range from 1,000
ohms to the highest calibration range required.
• The 10,OQO..ohm value is much closer to, and can be more
easily derived from, the very stable value of the Thompson- Lampard computable capacitor.
• The IO,OOO-ohm value reduces to a minimum the errors
due to lead and contact resistance and thermal voltages,
yet the value is not so high that shunt leakage resis tance is
a major problem.
• The I O,OOO-ohm value presents a better impedance match
to modern null detectors, giving beller signal-to-noise ratio, higher detector sensitivity, and reduced power dissipation in the bridge circuit.
What makes the Thomas standard resistor so stable Bnd
therefore universally accepted? It consists of a coil of bare,
heavy Manganin" wire that has been heal-treated at 500°C
approximately. Next, this coil is placed very carefully on an
enameled brass cylinder (any mechanical stress or strain is
avoided), then it is hermetically sealed in dry air or nitrogen.
This is, of course, a very simple description of the produ ction
process ; the main point of interest is that the wire is heattreated at a high temperature after it has been formed into a
coil. The coil is supported by a heat-Conducting form with a
temperature coefficien t practically the same as the Manganin.
There is a disad vantage in this standard, however. Its high

temperature coefficient requires extreme control of the oper·
ating environment.
Con trast the production process above with the usual
constru ction of a I ,OOO-ohm or 10,000-0hm resistor. Here a
much thinner, insu lated wire is used which cannot be wound
into a self-supporting coil. It is necessary to wind th e coil
upon some form of substrate, and to wind it Toosely to avoid
excessive stress o r strain in the wire. Some manufacturers usc
bobbins for support, others use cards; every unit is heat
trea ted cyclically in an attempt to relieve any built·in stresscs.
The range of temperature for treatmen t may go as high as
+150°C and as low as _ 80°C. This process results in a good
resistor but not equal to the Thomas-type, since the temperature range used is not sufficient to relieve all the stresses and
strains in the wire. Evcntually the stresses retained result in a
positive resistance drift with time if, fo r exam ple, Evanohm·· wire is used .
Another factor that affects resistance stability to a certain
extent is the coating on thin wire. As the coating dries and
hardens it produces a restricting or "chok ing" effect on the
wire, and its resistance increases. When the wire is placed in an
oil bath, the coating soft ens and the wire resistance dec reases.
Obviously, it is desirable to eliminate the coating on wires if a
stable standa rd is under consideratio n. This was done in the
design of the IO,OOO-ohm GR 1444 Reference Resistance
Sta ndards.
Basic construction of the GR 1444 uses an insulated metal
substrate 3~ X 3 inches, having a coefficient of thermal expansion similar to that of Evanohm. The resistors are wound
with bare Evanohm wire to a nominal value of 5000 n, and
heat-treated in an inert atmosphere at approx imately 500° C.
We find that this treat ment gives comple te relief from stresses
and strains in the wire. There is an additional benefit: the
resistor's temperature coefficient can be adjusted to a very
close tolerance aftcr the resistor is wound. This is possible
because the electrical properties of Evanohm change at ele·

• Regi51ered trademark of ()riVer-HDm5 Com pany.

•• Registered trade mark orWi lbli r B. Driver Co.
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1444-8 10-kO staf'ldard,
for use WIth oil b;l1h,

Ihowf'l remoyed from
eerrV'f'lg case.

vated temperatures as a function oftime(refer to note at end
of article).
Upon completion of the heat treatment, two of the
resistors are mou nted upon a heavy brass plate on either side
of a center shield, to which is soldered a thermometer well.
The GR 1444-A standard includes a IO,OOO-ohm temperalure-sensor resistor network, wound upon the center shield.
The network has a temperature coefficient of 1000 ppmtc
and is in close thermal contact with the standard resistor
elements. The GR 1444-8 standard does not contain a temperature sensor since it is intended for use in an oil bath. An
Individual temperature-correction chart is supplied for either
type standard.

1444-A 10·kO stuf'ldard
llllith temperature sef'lsor.
ShOWfl WIth eerrving case.

The complete GR 1444 unit is welded into a 1/l6-in.
stainless steel container, which is evacuated , filled with dry
nitrogen, and then sealed. We chose not to use an oil-filled
enclosure because no oil is completely free of water. Any
water content would cause oxidation of the wire. The effect
of oxidation increases with decreased w~ diameter. The GR
1444 u~s wire of 0.002-in. diameter, and an oxide film of
only 1 A (0.00394 pin.) will produce a resistance change of 8
ppm. An extended laboratory test of a GR 1444-A standard
demonstrated the stability of Ihe unit ovcr a two-year period
(Figure I).
Since a useful standard of any type ideally should be
comparat ively unaffected by a hostile environment, we

.,
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Figul'1l 1. TvpicallOflg-term nabililV
of GR 1444 r8'$iston.
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investigated the effect of shock upon the GR t444-A. The
unit was dropped three times, from a height of 36 inches,
upon a concrete floor. The result of several tests was a
resistance change of - 0.1 to - 0.2 ppm. Obviously, we don't
imagine that you would, in normal practice, deliberately
mistreat a standard in this manner. If, however, it were to
happen, the value of the standard would no t be impaired. By
the way, after a two-day rest period the measured change was
found to be less than fa. I ppm. With proper design of
transport packaging, the unit will withstand shipment for
calibration or any other purpose.
Of interest to specification-minded professional people
are two other tests we conducted. The ambient pressure was
varied frem 1000 microns to 3 atmospheres (10-3 to 2280

mm Hg), and the resis tance change was less than 0. 1 ppm.
Leakage resistance between the resistor and case was measured at 4 X l Ol l nat 35% RH and 2 X lOll nat 94% RH.
- w. J. Bastanier
The author wishes to acknowledge with deepest gratitude the
coopet"ation of Or. C. D. Starr and of the Wilbur B. Drive.- Company in
permitting use of the heat·treetmant techniques developed by them.
Catalog
Number

Description
1444·A R.f.r.nce Rtsistanca Standard,
10 kn, wilh $ansor
1444· B R,f,r,nee Resistance Standard ,
10 kn, without sensor
Pr'CH subject 10 quanlity discount.

1444·9700
1444-9701

Prica
in USA
$600.00
600.00

Some Technica l Notes
Starr describes the useful functional changes of
Evanohm wire with time as it is exposed to high
temperatures. I Completely annealed Evanohm wire is
commercially available with a temperatu re coefficient
of +50 ppmtC. During the heat treatmen t process the
temperature coefficient decreases, passes through zero,
reaches a maximum negative value of about - 35
ppmtC, and then passes through zero a second time to
become positive once again (Figure 2). The first zero-

I"Propenies of Wi"

for Resistors," C. D. Starr, MIHe rillls

Re_rell" Srll1ldllrd.., September 1966.

crossing point is considered to give the most stable
condition of the wile.
At the same time that ·the temperature-coefficient
effects are observed, the resistivity of the wire also is
changing. Starting at about 730 ohms/cir mil ft, the
resis tivity rises to approximately 800 ohms/cil mil ft
when the temperature coefficient makes the fus t zero
crossing. Continued heat treatment causes the resistivity to reach a maximum value and finally it decreases
slightly .
The heat treatment of GR 1444 standards is such as
to produce a temperature coefficient off 0. 1 ppm and
a resistivity o r approximately 800 ohms/cir mil ft.

!

I

i
-"Figure 2. Functional changes
of E.... nohm wir •.
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Accuracy Traceability
Its Impact upon Instrument Manufacturer and Customer
Dedicated people, experience, and 1&chnical knowledge assure operll1onal integrity of IM';IIuremenl
uandards and calibl'eliOfl activities. n •• 'ng.edilnls, howe_ ,are nOI sufficient to _uri measurement
compatibility Wllh ,imila. activities, nor with the National Bureau of Standards. R~ired iii IiOmI $01'"1 of
measurement inl"'f~ between production tnea$uremefllii and nallonal standards. The Oeperlment of
Defense calls 11'111 interf_ "traceabil,ty" but does; nOI dlfine ,\ .uffioenlly Of oolllPl'lhemlYllly. This
.node rellItes some becklll"ound of the traceability problem ilnd our MalYlts and r-.IUOItion of traceability
ph"owphy ,and it ,ntroduces. founh path loatablishroeot of "acMbili'y.

Shortly after issuance (9 April 1959) by the U.S. Department of Defense of military specification MI L-Q-98S8,
"Quality Conlrol Requirements," I chorus of voices raising
questions was heard. Particularly of inll~rest to all workers in
the field of measurement standards and calibration was the
clearly expressed requirement stated unde r the topic heading
"Traceability of Calibration:" " In the Zone of Interior,
Hawaii and Alaska, measuring an d test equi pment shall be
calibrated with measurement standards, the calibration of
which is traceable to the National Bureau of Standards ... "
Immediately apparent to many metrologists was the
impracticality of attempting to establish a traceable pattern
of accuracy of stattHlf-the-art measurements for which the
Bureau had no physical standards. It was apparent also that
many measurements were capable of evaluation by the ratio
type of sel f-ca libration techniques. Finally, measurements
based upon independent, reproducible standards derived
from accepted values of natural physical constants could gain
no further accuracy, if performed originally by qualified
personnel, by comparison with similar standa rds at NBS, and
in fact would only increase operational costs.
Official voices of protest were raised within manyorganizat ions, e.g., Aerospace Industries Association, National
Conference of Standa rds Laboratories, I nstrument Society of
America, and Scientific Apparatus Makers Associatio n. Instrument manufacturers found themselves besieged by customers requesting guidance or advice concerning means or
techniques that would be acceptable to quality-assurance
inspectors in cases involving standards not calibrated directly
by NBS. Among the many voices was that of Ivan G. Easton
of General RadiO. who expressed these fee lings I at a measureme nts symposium sponsored by American- Bosch Arma Division:

" The present hysteria about traceability to NBS is disturbing. The word hysteria is perhaps II bil st rong but we have seen
situations develop in the past year in which the use of the
word does not constitute exceSSive hyperbole. While the
intent of the traceability prO&!,am is crystal clear, the operation of the program needs to be placed in proper perspective.
The concept that all calibrations be based ultimately on NBS
certification is a commendable one, but themeansofachieving this resu lt requires scrutiny. The interpretation of the
traceability requirement, in some circles, has led to the
demand that a manufacturer stare the date of the last NBS
certification of the standard against which the item being sold
was checked. This request, while at first glance innocent and
entirely reasonable, is based on a misconcep tion of a standards structure. A standards labo ratory consists of mo r e than
a set ofslandards certified by NBS on some particular date. A
calibration depends not only o n standards, but also on
people, OD methods and, above all, on integrity .... I believe
that clarification and proper interpretation of traceability
requirements is a problem for the Immediate future at the
commercial and operational level of our nalional standards
program."
Several mon ths later in an article in the GR Expen'mente,,' Mr. Easton gave an illustration of one of the
difficullies encountered by manufacturers who are requested
to supply corroborative information pertaining to "traceability." He wrote, "In a few instances ... we have been requested to supply more detailed information (pertaining to traceability). A common request in such cases is that we state the
latest date of calibration of our standard by NBS. T here arc a
number of reasons why we do not consider this to be the
proper approach for a manufacturer of standards, and we
have consistently avoided the supplyiltJ of such information.

I E.io$lon, I. G., "The MUluremenl and Snndardli Problema of Tomorrow." Janu.,,. lS, 1960. unp ubliahed.

'Ealllon, I. G., "Slandards and Accurlcy," GR Exprri~ntrr. June
1960.
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Editor White Uell) di$Cu$ses proble1T1$ of traceability wi th GR en·
gint!et'$ tfrom left to righ t ) J. Hersh,
J. Zony, H. Hail, R. On, and W.
Banan;er who dewloped the GR
1444 standard r&sistor described
on page 3.

The most significant objection to this procedure is that it
constitutes an oversimplification and does not recognize the
true nature of a standards structure ... we believe quality
assurance cannot be obtained from any single detail such as
the date oran NBS calibration ... ".
Probably the most important point in the consideration of
traceability as a required component in a measurement
system is the fact that traceability itself does not assure
accuracy in measurements. Errors exist within a measurement system because of many reasons, including poor measurement techniques, carelessness or inexperience of measurement personnel, physical changes and consequent drift of
instrumentation operating parameters.
We can also consider degree of traceability. There is no
way in which traceability can be quantified. We agree with
Lord Kelvin, if you can't put a number on aquantity it can't
be measured. True traceability, instead, is an expression of
the operating philosophy and integrity of a measurement
activity. Its introduction into a measurement system is an
attempt to promote honesty in measurements and to supply a
base point (an NBS calibration) from which all like measurements can be derived in confidence.
The National Bureau of Standards, focal point of attention by government and industry alike, felt compelled to
express its position in the traceability debate and did so. In a
presentation at Boulder, Colorado, 23 January 1962,] W. A.
Wild hack , Associate Director of the NBS Institute for Basic
Standards offered these words:

.

·editor's Note : This information is available, however. upon wrillen
request 10 GR '5 Standards Laboratory.
3Wildhack , W. A., "Statement on Tracubility," Report of Workshop
on Meas urement Agreement - National Conference of Standards
Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado. 13 January 1962.

"T he National Bureau of Standards has received numerous
inquiries concerning the meaning of the tcrlll 'tracea bility' as
used by Department of Defense agencies in contractual
documents and elsewhere, in stating requirements pertaining
to physical measurements.
"Without further definition, the meaning of this term is
necessarily indefinite as applied to relationships between
calibrations by NBS and measurement activities of manufacturers and suppliers. 'Traceability' is not given any special
meaning by the National Bureau of Standards, and informa·
tion as to possible special meanings of the term in military
procurement activities cannot, of course, be supplied by
NBS. Where questions arise, it is suggested that they be
directed to the cognizant military inspection or contracting
agency."
Obviously, Mr. Wildhack had made the Bureau's position
clear in the matter of traceability, bu t the position of the
manufacturer and user of instruments remained as precarious
as before. Fortunately. the specification that had caused the
trouble was improved by a supplement specification, MIL-C45662-A, issued 9 February 1962. Bowing to the logical and
technically correct points raised by metrologists, the government agreed that the traceability provision could be established by any of three methods:
a. Intercomparison directly with, or through, an echelon
of standards laboratories to the National Bureau of Standards,
b. 1ntercomparison with an independently reproducible
standard acceptable to the Bureau,
c. Derivation of accuracy by use of a ratio type of
self-calibration technique acceptable to the Bureau.
The last mentioned method is undoub tedly a most useful
tool for any calibration activity. It is recommended by the
7
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Bureau because of its cost-savi ng features and the reduction
of the heavy workload at the Bureau by any work performed
by laboratories themselves. Unfortunately, there are many
aspects to this method, not known to all measurements
workers. Questions raised by General Radio customers continually remind us of thi~ facl. We have been encouraged to
present to our readers NBS-acceptable techniques practiced
by our engi neenng staff, which arc available to many measurementlaboratories.
We approached GR's lIenry p. Hall for advice and assurance concerning impeda nce-calibration tcchniques that are
technically sound and display more than a modicum of
common sense. lIis reaction was immediate and positive. tie
pointed out the fact that the Bureau itself, posseHing a
minimum of standards, also fa c~ the problem of traceability
on an international scale. Through the years the Bureau has
established techniques similar to those listed above as a, b,
and c. For more efficient use of its limited budget, facilities,
and manpower, it has been forced to develop dependable
calibration techniques using other than comparison methods.
Most important, techniques so devdoped are available for use
by any technically qualified calibration activity.
From a series of rou nd-table discussions with members of
GR's Component and Network TestlngG roup came information on one of Ihese techniques, technically sound and
requinng no recurrent calibration services from the Bureau.
Briefly stated, the technique merely involves the application
of known frequency correction factors to standards. We
think of the technique as Self-Calibration by Frequency
Translation. It hu been applied vigorously at GR (and NBS)
for a number of years. Its use is particularly emphasized in
calibration of impedances for one very importa nt reason:

" It has long been known that capacitors are superior to
either inductors or resistors for use as impedance standards at
high frequencies, because changes in their effective values
with increasing frequency can be more accu rately and more
easily evaluated than such change5 in either re5istors or
inductors. ,,4
Some administrative problems of the calibration labora·
tories emanate from the assumption that all measurements
must be directly tracuble to the Bureau to assure measuremen t accuracy. Overlooked by many laboratories is the fact
that they POSStM measurement capabilities of such a nature as
to provide self-help far greater than they realize. They simply
apply known data givcn them by the standards and instrument manufacturers!
Take , for example, the request by a customer to solve the
problem of calibrating a l-pF capacitor at I MHz without the
necessity of going directly to the Bureau. tie already has a
certificate of calibration at I ktlz, routinely supplied al the
time he made the Original purchase. Since then, the measure·
ment range in his comvany's work has expanded into the
high-frequency field. His operating budget is nominal and he
is interested in keeping his overhead dow n. The answer he
receives from GR is covered in the following article by Mr.
tlall.
4Hunt ley, L. E., "A $eU-c;.libutina Instr um enl fo. Measurina Con·
duc tanee al Rldio Frequencies," NBS Joum~l of RUCIlf"Ch-C, Aprit·
hine 1965.

The EditOf acknowledges with gratitude the work of Mr. Hall in
preparing the above arlicleand iSflQuaUy appreciative of the COflll!ruCtivediscussions with J. F. Hersh,"R. W. Orr. and J. Zorzy.

Another Traceab ility Path for Capacitance Measurements
by Henry p, Ha ll
The National Bureau of Standards recenlly announced
new services for the rf calibration of impedance standards
fitted with precision 14-mm coaxial con nectors, like several
manufactured by GR.I,2,3
High frequency bridges and
twin-T circuits developed at the Bureau are used for the
measurement of resistance, capacitance, and inductance at
listed frequencies of 0.1, 1.0, and [0 MHz.4,s Anyone who
wants direct NBS "traceability" of these standards may send
them to NBS (or calibration at these test frequencies. This isa
significant advancement in the measurement art.
The new service, however, raises an important queslion:
"When are these direct NBS calibrations necessary?" This can
be considered from two points of view: "When are these
calibrations required to obtain a specific accuracy with high
confidence?" and "When are mey requited to prove traceabil·
ity as defined (somewhat loosely) by the DO D?" The two
points of view diverge by varying degrees, unfortunately ,
particularly when we consider to whom we are Irying to
prove traceability. We think that the question can be an·

swcred satisfactorily fo r rf-capacitancc calibrations, if you
are interested In obtaining a gil·en required accuracy through
use of frequency-co rrection da ta. We hope that reason will
prevail among metrologists and that the same criteria used in
deciding whit is sufficien lly accurate can also be used to
show traceability, for the benefit of quality·assurance inspectors.
The frequency corrections described below were used
with apparent acceptance 6 before the new services were
available. They still must be used at frequencies between
those for wh.ich calibrations are now routinely prOvided .
Actually, aU the new NBS rf-impedance calibrations, R, L,
and C, are based on Ihe frequen cy characteristics of air
capacitors. While air capaci~ors vary with frequency in a very
simple manner (see belOW), resistors and inductors vary with
frequ ency in too complex a manner to be as predictably
accurate in the rf range. Therefore, these new NBS bridges
and twin-T's relate Land R back to fixed capacitors and
capacitance differences in variable air capacitors. 7,8
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FilJ1.lre 1. Simple equivalenl circu,!
for two·terminel air ClIpacitor.

RF Characteristics of Air Capacitors

The simple equivalent circuit of Figure I is surprisin gly
good for representing the effective capacitance of a two-terminal air capacitor. The effective capacitance is

Co
C

(I)

where Co is the low-frequency value of capacitance. This
equivalent circuit does not include series resistance, which
does no t appreciably affect the capacitance (even the parallel
capacitance) if it is reasonably small. Neither does it include
the effects of distributed inductance and capacitance. Also,
at high frequencies the skin depth causes a slight reduction in
inductance. These effects can be considered as variations in
the value o f f, with Co being considered a constant (as long as
all measurements are made at low humidity , <40% RH).
The simplest method of establishing I is to use a grid-dip
meter to determine the resonant frequency of the shorted
capacitor. This method , together with the above formula, was
recommended for many years by NBS 6 to make ff-capacitor
calibrations. For capacitors fitted with binding posts or
banana-pin terminals, this is very easy to do, although we
have to decide how much of the total inductance is in the
sho rting connection. When coaxial connectors are used , we
remove the case to allow coupling to the meter coil.
The value of I obtained from a resonance measurement
differs slightly from a lower-frequency value mainly because
o f the distributed parameters. The worst case would be that
of a uniform line whose effective capacitance could be
written :

(2)

The derivation is a power series in increasing powers of wlCo .
The first term is the important one fo r corrections at
frequ encies well below resonance. When w 2 1Co = 10% the
next term is 0. 2%, and each succeeding term is much smaller
still . This effective I is 1/3 the value of the to tal inductance. If
Co is assumed constant, the effective inductance determined
by a resonance measurement would be higher than I by the
12
•
fa ctor 112= 1.21 or 21 %.
In large air capacitors (50 pF to 1000 pF) with parallelplate construction ,J most of the inductance is in the coaxial

con nector and its connection to the " stack" o f plates. Most
of the capaci tance is in the stack itself so that the lumped
equivalent circuit is a good approximation. The slight difference between the resonant value of I and lhe desired
correction value is small, less than the uncertainty of the
measureme nt. Many measurements were made a t General
Radio to establish this difference so that a more accura te
value of 1 could be determined. 9 The values obtained agreed
closely with N BS determinations (within J 0%).
The smaller capacitors ( 1 10 20 pF) have an appreciable
distributed capacitance ; consequentl y, the value of resonant
inductance will be in error. bu t by less than 2 1%. The
effective value for these units was determined by a slolledline technique.' These values, supplied by General Radio fo r
ou r line of coaxial standard capacitors, arc not for use above a
specified frequency (2 50 MHz for the 20- and 10-pF units
and 500 MHz for the smaller units). This restriction is mainly
because o f the variations due to distributed parameters.
(Correction curves are supplied with units at higher frequencies.)
An important point , which is verified by the many
measu rements described above, is tha t different capacit ors of
the same value and construction have equal inductance, well
within Ihe accuracy of the determinations. This is not
surprising. The inductance is mostly in the coaxial line of the

H. P. Ha ll is a grllduate o f Wi ll iams College
(AB - 1952) and M.IT. {58 and SM in
Electr ical Engineering - 19521. His first association with General Radio was as a co~
student in 1949. and he assumed fulHime
d ut ies as developmen t engineer in 1952. He
became Group Leade.- of the Impedance
Group in 1964 and p rcslln tly is an Engineering Staff Consul tant . He is II member of Phi
Be ta Kappa, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi,and
Sigma Xi. He Is a Senior Member of t he IEEE
and a member of PMA and has served on
seYeral committees.
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precision connector, or in the stamped metal pieces that
make connections to the plates. Measured variations in I,
bet ween si milar units, are generally less th an 3%, and allowing
for a 10% change would be very conservative.
When are Calibrations Necessary?
Equation ( I) can be rewntlen'

c•

Co

(3)

where I, is the specified value of inductance and illt the
possible deviation in this value. This deviation is due to erro r
in determinatio n of the mductance and its changes with
frequency or between units. The low-frequency value Co can
be easily determined to 0.01% t 0.005 pF on a G R 1615-A
Capacitance Bridge by use o f the coaxial adaptor.9 This value
can be used as long as wl/,Co X 100% is less than thc
accuracy required. Corrections should be used above this
frequency, and may be used with confidence as long as
w l !:JC o X 100% is less than the accuracy required. Ifgreater
accu racy is required an NBS calibration should be made.
Remember, however, that NBS accuracy is based o n similar
measurement techniques, subject to similar uncertainties.
The question now is: what is the value for tll? A value of
t::.1" 0.2 I, can be used with confidence as long as the total
correction is 1000r less, the maximum freque ncy for the low
values of capacitance is not exceeded, and hu midit y is
reasonably low . Typically. errors will be substantially less. We

suggest that calibration be considered traceable to an uncertainty of wlNI,C o X 100% where N is some reasonable
frac tion. I f we agree that measuremen ts arc traceable. based
on some very conservative value of N. cven as hIgh as 0.5,
(his approach is still very useful.
We wish to stress that It is the small correctIon which is
important because Co can be easily determined. The high·frequency capacitance value will vary with time, tem perature, or
shock because Co changes with these effects. But unless there
is catastrophic damage, the inductance will not change
enough to be perceptible. Therefore, di[[erenus between
high-frequency and low-frequency calibrations should be
recorded and once made on II given unit need no t be repeated.
This point shou ld be appreciated also by quality-assurance
inspectors.
Conclusion
The principle of applying conse rvati ve tolerances to fre·
quency corrections has relevance to frequency translation of
other types o f tmpedances. Capacit ors with dielectric mate·
rials o the r than air have additional sources of deviat ions, but
these can be determined withm definite limits and included in
the ove r-all uncertainty. Frequency corrections are signifi·
cant for larger capacitors al much lower frequencies, and the
corrections greatly extend the useful frequency range of Ihe
capacitors. This pri nciple may be applied also to inductors
and resis tors, even though their equ ivalent circuits are more
complex.
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1683-Pl T..t Fixtur.
for axi~ leads

1683 Automatic A LC Bridge

FIVE -TERM INAl AUTOMATIC RlC BRIDGE
To say that General Radio customers
aided in the design of theGR 1683 is an
understatement. Virtually aU the bridge
features are the result of feedback from
customers of the earlier GR 1680. I

surements. Some needed !oexpress loss
as equivalent series resistance. Still
others needed to measure inductors Of
resistors. AU, of course, needed faster
measurement rates.

WHAT YOU ASKED FOR

WHAT YOU'RE GETTING

First and foremost, many of you
wanted to measure higher-valued electrolytic-class capacitors, which calls for
better bias capabilities, short-circuit
protection , and leakage-current mea-

What you asked for - pil4J Ian bal·
ancing. Faster meaSurement rales required a new balancing technique.
Many schemes were designed , simulated
by a computer model, and analyzed.
The rejected methods were either too
slow, too complicated, or 100 expensive. The selected technique (Figure I)

I FUlks, R. G., "Aulom.tic ClIp.dunc,
Bridle". GR EIII~rl1tlflntflr. Apri l 1965 .

provides balance time ofapproximalcly
100 periods of the bridge test frequency.
Fast Balancing
We use three techniques - all time
savers. The first is an error-counts-controlled clock rate by which the bridge
converges at variable rates - quickly for
a large unbalance and more slowly for a
small unbalance.
The second technique compensates
for the lime delay in the filter through
use of an anticipator circuit. Its operation is illustrated in Figure 2. Assume

•
Fiwure I. GR 1683

ballincinll tedlnique.
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Rgurl 2. AAtlcipe tor operation.

that the bridge error signal is decreasing
at a linear rate (line DAC). Because the
rilter introduces a time delay, we cannot detect the bridge error until some
time (To) later (curve DEB). If we
observe when this error reaches zero
(point B), the actual bridge error has
overshot and is now at point C. If,
however, the error is detected at point
E, by comparison of the error signal
with a "predicting" function signal, the
actual bridge error is zero and the bridge
is balanced. The time necessary to recove r from overshoot is saved.
The third time-saver is a bonus for
those who are measuring a group of
components with near-equal values.
The GR 1683 starts a new balance from
the point where the previous balance
occurred. The closer in value the two
components, the shorter the measurement time. Ide ntical components require no balance time; a short start
pulse is the only delay.
Features
• Wide ranges Ire automatic
0.01 pF to 199.99 mF
0.1 nH to 1999.9 11
0.001 mnto1999.9kn

"

!

-

• Standlrds
Uses stable , established G R stan·
dards o f Ca ndR .
• Low measurement error
0.1% at the end of four fee t of
cable
• Rapid speed of balance
125 ms at 1000 Hz for full-scale
change ; 1.3 5 fo r 120 Hz for
full-scale change; considerably
fa ste r for less-than-full scale
changes
• Bias

o to

3 volts intcrnal. up to 600
voitsexternal

• Lea kage current detector
Measures leakage current and provides a go/no-&o indication
• Programmabilit y
Most bridge functions are remotely programmable.
• Data output
Va ri o us data-output options;
compati ble with integrated circuits
• Test fix ture
Available fo r axial-lead components

12

ABDUTTHE BR IDGE·

Measuri ng ca pacitors, inductors. and
resistors requires the efficient and economical use of bridge circuitry. The G R
1683 is an active bridge, as can be seen
in Figure 3. The active elements are
multistage, solid-state feedback amplifiers, with parameters an o rder of magnitude more stable than is required fo r
bridge accuracy. Because these amplifiers have very high open-loop ga in,
their transfer function is determined by
the ratio of the stable passive standards
that are used as feedback elements. It is
possible to obtain stable and accurate
transfer functions to 0.005% o r better.
The bridge standards are GR preCisio n
capacitors and resistors.
The inductance/resistance and the
capacitance bridges use the same amplifiers and standards interconnected according! y . Equ ivalen t-series-resistance
measurement capability is achieved by
the addition of o ne more amplifier.
The impedance of the current detector ranges from 10 mn to 100 n. This
means that there will be a 0.0 1% error
for each 160 pF of stray capacitance
·On P91iJ8 19 you can read about thl bridge
WI

announceo 37 ylarsago.
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Figure 3. Simplifiitd bridge circuits .

-

,
across the current-sensing circuit, when
the measurement is made With the
100-0 detector and at a frequency of
1000 liz, This stray capacitance, moreover, causes an error in the quadrature
signal (D measurement) ra t her t han in
the in-phase signal (C measurement),

since the undesired current in the stray
capacitance on the low side is 90° out of
phase with the currcnt into the resislive-currenl sensor and is usually negligible.

The wide range (mn 10 Mil) of the
bridge dictates the characteristics of the
input amplifiers. For instance, accurate
low·impedance measurements require a
four-terminal bridge. Two terminals are
used 10 il\.ieci and measure CU rTent
through the unknown, and two termi-

nals 10 measure the voltage across the
unknown. In addition, accurate measurements of higher impedance require
a low-impedance source to reduce the
effects of stray capacitance, as well as to
maintain bridge sensitivity during the
measurement of low impedances.'To
satisfy these constraints, a low-output·
impedance signal source and a low"
impedance resistance ladder function as

source and detector of the current
through the unknown impedance.
A high-in pu t-impedance differential
amplifier is used to monitor the voltage
across the unk now n, making possible
four-terminal measuremen ts. In order
to red uce stray-capacita nce effects to
near-zero, a fifth (ground) te rminal is
provided fo r a guard circui l.l The other
amplifiers are precision voltage dividers
tha t supply the current necessary to
effect the balance.
lSee page 16ro. I descri ption of t he IUI.dinl

Ie<: hnique used.

THE FINAL TEST
The degree to which)'our suggestion
for improvements has been incorporated within the GR 1683 will be determined at yOllr test benches. We look
forward to a vote of approval.

- T . J. Coughlin
The GR 1683 wItS designed by the author.
design and technical :JUppOrt wt!fe provided
by D. S. Nixon .J. and A. W. Winterhalter. W.
A. Montague was responsible for the mechan·
lcal design .

Comp/ete ,pecificatlon, for th . GA 1683 are in C.~log U.
Price
in USA

Desaiplion
1683 Autom" ic ALC Brid~
Bench Model
Rack Model
Opt.on 2 R,mot. Programmablltty
Option 3 L"kage Current
Option 4 ESR Readout
· Option 5A Low-L.vel Ott. OutPUt
· Option 58 High-Level Ott. Output
1683-Pl TlSt Fixtu .. fo r lXill lNda
" NO t lv,lllbt, logeth,r In the IIm,lnu.um,nt.

add
add

add
add

add

$ 4250.00
4 2 15.00
200.00
100. 00

225.00
200.00
200.00
165.00

PATENT APPLIED FOA

PUtts s.ub)Kt to qlJantlty dIscount
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WHY MAKE A FIVE -TERMINAL BRIDGE?
Because we want to measure impedances in the milliohm to the megohm
ranges accu rately. Let's consider two
extremes : twcHerminal measurements
of. I O~mn resistor and a 100pF capacitor. Lead impedances would seriously
affect measuremen t of the resistor;
stray capacitances would make measurement of the capacitor fairly meaningless. OUt approach to the design of
the GR 1683 Automatic RLC Bridge·
included careful consideration of the
methods used to conncct the compo-

nent under tcst to the bridge.
THE STARTING POINT
Figure I demonstrates the effect of
connection leads several feet long upon
the measurement accuracy of a IOO-mn
resistor. A measurement error of 100%
is dearly unsatisfactory. There atesevera! solutions to the problem. A common method is that of substitution : the
bridge tenninals are shorted and the
bridge balance is recorded. Then the
unknown unit is connected to the terminals and another reading is recorded.
The difference in readings is a measure
of the unknown. This method, unfortunately. suffers from several uncertain·
ties such as how close to zero resistance
is the short circuit and how repeatable is
the contact resistance? A better solution is a fou r·terminal measurement.

FOlIr·Terminal Measurements
of low Impedances
From the data on Figure 2, such
measurements appear to be perfect no erro r! This is not completely true,
however, for there are several potential
sou rces of error which will increase
measurement inaccuracy. A mItiOr error
source could be. voltmeter of non·ideal
characteristics. If the voltmeter input
impedance is I Mfl and the voltage-terminal lead impedance is 100 fl, the
resultant error is 0.0 1%.
Another source of error is the lack of
ability of the voltmeter to reject com·
mon·mode voltages, particularly if the
voltmeter is grounded and has a dif·
ferential input. This is demonstrated in
Figure 3, in which a common· mode gain
(rejection) of IO~ is assumed. As

-
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shown, the measurement error is J%.
Whether this size error is important is,
of course, a function of the desired
measurement accuracy.

.11

~

There are more sublle errors in lowimpedance measurements. For inst;jnce, consider mutual inductance between the current and polentialleads. I
The field induced by the current leads
couples to the polcnlialleads, thereby
inducing an error voltage. Figure 4 is an
example of the way in which an induclor-measurement circuit can be degraded. The soiution is simple, if applied logically. Twisting together the
current leads reduces the mutual induction by reducing the area of the enclosed field loop. A further improvement is obtained if the potcntiaileads
are twisted also and maintained at an
angle of 90° from the current leads. If
the 90° separation cannot be established, and the twisted pairs are nearly
parallel, care must be taken that the
pitches of the twisted leads are not
made equal. The induced voltage will
not be cancelled if the winding pitches
are equal.

- .... -""' ..,-~;!J
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-

Figure 4 . Degradation of inductance measurement
bV mutual inductance.
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Three·Terminal MeasuremenU
of High Impedances
As mentioned previously, at the
higher end of the impedance spectrum
stray capacitance, not lead impedance,
is the primary source of error.l Con·
Sider the two-terminal measurement of
a 100pF capacitor, asshown in Figure S.
Nominal values of stray capacitances
have resu lted in a measurement errofof
JOOQ%!
There 3re several remedies for this
problem, one of which is the substitu·
tion method described earlier. The ex·
tra measurement is made, however,
with the Cit circuit opened, which may
affect the stray capacitances. A second,
more preferred way. is to make a three·
terminal measurement in which the ef·
feet of the stray capacitaneeis kept to a
minimum by use of low-impedance cir·
cuitry, with the common source and
detector point grounded to form a
guard circuit. This is shown in Figure 6.

-

Figure 5. Two-terminel measurement of capacitance.

------. .._------._
-

I Hall. II. p .. "The Measurement of Electrolytic C.pacit ors." GR Experimenter. June
1966.

2 l1ersh . J . F., "A OQiSe Look aI Connection
Errors in C.pacl tancCl Measu rements," GR
E)C~ri"'t,,'e", July 1959.

Figure 6. ThrH·termi",1 ml!nurement of capacitance.
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As the impedance of the sou rce or
detector circuitry increases, the effect
of the stray capacitances on theaccuracy of the measuremen t increases_ The
most usual form o f Ihis gua rding technique occurs in a ratio-transformer
capacitance bridge (Figure 7). In this
case, stray capacitance CH I is guarded
by the low output impedance of the
transformer, while the effect of C LO is
elimina ted by the fact that at null there
is no voltage across the detector terminals and, therefore, no current flows
throughC LO '

F,gure 7. Three·terminal ratio·transformer bridge circuil.

THE WHY

We have had several requests fo r
unusual mea$u remen ts;one was to measure 10,000 pF at the end of 100 feet of
cable. Our solution to Ihis problem was
a five-terminal measurement (Figu re 8)
made with the GR 1683 Automatic
RLC Bridge. The four bridge terminals
were connected to the unknown terminals to reduce the effects of the lead
impedances to a minimum, and a fifth
terminal (or guard) was connec ted 10 a
common point to minimize the effects
of the terminal capacitances. The bridge
read C1< to ±) count bolh at the bridge
terminals and 100 feet away. The D
reading increased by 0.0040 at 100 feet.
This was ex tremely close 10 the calculated val ue. In this instance, a two-terminal measurement would have sufficed and the resultant D error would
have been +0.0020, which was Ihe measured value. The circuit error analysis is
shown in Table I .
Another request was to measure a
1-.0 resistor 25 feel away from the
bridge (Figure 9). The reading at the
end of the wire was in error by two
coun ts, the calculated error plus the
bridge uncertainty (± I count). Mosl of
the phase error due 10 the mutual inductance of the leads was eliminated by the
twisting of the current leads. The circu it
error analysis is shown in Table 2.
CONCLUSIONS
A wide·range impedance bridge such
as the GR 1683 requires three- and
four-terminal capabilities. If we apply
prinCiples of the new math, adding
th ree-terminal capabilil y for higherimpedance measurements to fourterminal capability for the lower imped·
ance measurements results in a five·
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Table 1
Error Sources Ind Resullant Elfecu for Measurement 01 10 nF
Sou'~

%

Effect
counts
0

Commen ts
Only affects sensitillity
160"F r&duces sensihvity by 5O'!I.

C"

0

RL•

0
0

0
0

Only affects sensItIvity

~.005

~.5

R L2CL2 combined Ql,lle pftase
sh.h of 0.005" . which prOOUCl!li
kount errOr ;n the Quadrall.lre
measurement tol

0
O.ooS
0.005
O.IS

0
O.S
O.S
IS

0
0

0
0

CO<,

f ~L2

"
RLl
\ C"

,"

-T

L'

RtNIC-1

16

Same effect as R L2 C L2
Adds X. counl 10 0 ruellOg
AdOs 19 counlS to rea Ing
counts to rea 109
RL4 RINIC- I combined affect
Sll'lSlUyity through common-mode
glin oflmplilier K. In this ClM.
the eflect is ne iglble.
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terminal bridle, If both slray capaci·

tances and lead impedances affect the
accuracy of the measurement, a five- Ierminal measurement will be requ ired.

-

- T. J.Coughlin
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Figur. 9 . F, ...·'... mi"., "*,ur1Iment of res.slOt"

25'MI from GR 1683.

Tibia 2
Error Sources .nd Aesultlont Effects

Source

Eff

Au

0

"CO

U

"

,

"'

0

"e<

u.~"

u."

A1N(C-'

0.01

,

T J Coughlin gritdualoo from Northeastern
University with lhe degrees of BSEE (1965)
and MSEE (19671 . H, was a co-op sludeotal
General Aadloln 1961 and joined GR in 1966
as. development engIneer in the Impedance
Group. specializing in design of penlnent
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General Radio Expands
On March 3, J 970, details were completed for the purchase by General Radioof a controlling interest in Time/Data
Corporation of Palo Alio, California. Time/Data specializes
in development and production of high-speed elect ronic
signal-processing instruments. It is Ihe firsl domestic subsidiary to be acquired by General Radio in the 55-year history of
the company.
Time/Data Corporation, in ils four years of operation, has
attained a recognized position in its special field of digital
signal analysis. T/D's second-generation signal·processingdevice, Ihe T/D Fast Fourier Transform Processor, was introduced in November 1969 at the Fall Joinl Computer Conference. It is designed primarily for high-speed time-series
analysis and synthesis under the control of an accessory
computer. This permits analysis of electrical signals in real
time with a speed and economy not possible with acomputer
aJone. Such systems now are in use in oceanography, biomedical and geophysical research, radar signal processing, speech
analysis, environmental science studies, anaJysis of medical
data, and for structural·dynamics investigations that may
include the analysis of vibratory characteristics of all types of
products.

An announcement on March 3, 1970, designated D. B.
Sinclair, G R's President, as President of Time/Data. L. J.
Chamberlain has been transferred from General Radio, West
Concord to assume the pOSition of Executive Vice President,
and E. A. Sloane has been named Vice President and
Techn ical Director.
A second expansion move was made by GR on April 27,
1970, when officials of Grason-Stadler and General Radio
signed agreements leading to purchase of all the stock of
Grason-Sladler by GR. Grason-Stadler will operate within
GR as a wholly-owned subsidiary, under its existing management. Grason-Stadler has been in business about twen ty
years. It has buill a reputation as a leader in the commercial
manufacture of precision audiometen and instru ments for
psycho-acoustics and the life sciences. Its ex perience and
knowledge in these fields mesh wit h those ofG R in the acoustics and signal-processing fie lds. The combined capability of
the two companies is expecled to exceed their individual
capabilities by a wide margin. In particular, the marketing
strengt h of GR is expected to contribute immediately to increased sales of e.S products. The over-all position of G R as a
m.;or source of acoustic inslrumentation in the United States
is expected to extend and solidify, particularly when taken in
conjunction with the high technology ofTime/Data'scontribution in signal processing.
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INFLATION DEFLATION
Pri ce of GR instrumentation, as
most readers know , is determined in advance of production release and is usually based upon several factors, one of
which is an ticipated sales. When initial
developmen t and ot her set-up costs
have been written o rr, we are able to
consider more favorable prices to the
custo men. AI the same time, changes in
design, to red uce manufacturing costs,
are considered, but only if there is no
reduction in perfo rmance.
Customer acceptance o f the General
Radio line of frequency synthesizers
has been most gratifying. Design and
initial setup costs have been written ofr,
and the redesign of some modules has
resulted in reduced manu fie turing costs
but, as mentioned above, wittl no reduction in performance. As a matter of
fact, units Ihat are frequency progn.mmabie have had switching time red uced

simply by omitting unnecessary modules . Pri ces for reduced-resolution
synthesizer.;, for instance, can be computed by the deduction of $230 for
each decade removed and $300 for removaJ of the continuously adjustable
decade (CA D).
Listed below are the basic specifica·
tions for the 7-digit synthesizer.; with a
CA D. Complete specifications and new
prices of aU models are contained in the
catalog pamphlet "Frequency Sy nthesizers," available upon request to General Radio or at the nearest G R District
Office.

to 200 ms. As a consequence, prices for
some models of the GR 1161 , 1162,
11 63. and 1164 series have been substantially reduced . Readers who have
need for synthesizers in ap plications
such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,
Ultrasonic Studies, Communication
Oscillators, CrystaJ·Filter and Acoustic
Measurements, or for incorpo ration
in to production lest consoles, sho uld
review the table of price savings below.
They should note, aiso, that the modu·
lar construction of the synthesizer units
permits tailor-made resolution to fit the
requireme nts of specific applications,

pnc. in USA
F"",,,,,,,,,
A• .,..
Resolution

1161 ·AA7C

1162·AA7C

1163-AA7C

1164·AA7C

O~

O~

O~

O~

N_

$6785 $4990

,eo",

N_

,.990

N_

N_

$6920 $5290

$7m5 $7195
10 kHz - 70 MHz

O-lookHz

0-1 MHz

X1Hz-12MHz

0.01 Hz

0.1 Hz

11) Hz

10 Hz

Information Retrieval
Readers can obtain an index for the 1969 issues of the GR
Experimenter upon request to the Editor.
For those interested in automatic systems for processing
capacitors, semiconductors, resistors, and inductors, a new·
Iy-published brochure describing GR '5 systems capabilities is
available. I neluded in the brochu re are systems for measuri ng
R, L , C, diSSIpatio n factor, leakage current, and o ther
parameters. The examples in the brochure cover bench·top
set-ups to multi·bay systems; peripheral equipment such as
mechanical hand len and sorters, conditioning chambers, and
computen also are included. Most of the systems illustrated
will test components and networks to the stringen t requirements of military specifications. Your copy of ·'Automatic
Systems for High·Speed Component and Networks Measure'
ments" is free upon reques t to General Radio.
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THE CONVENIENT MEASUREMENT OF C, R, AND L
ll E important considers lions in the large majority
of bridge measuremenla
made in the average experimental Jabotatory are the ease and
speed of making the readings, and tbe
abili ty t o lIlealure any values of resista nce, inducta nce, or capacitance, as
they may ex ist in any pie<:e of equ ipment . A completely sa tisfactory bridge
should immediately indicate the answer
to such questions as t he fo llowing:
Is the ma ximum inductance of this
variable inductor at least 5 mh, its
minimum inducta nce 130/olh, and its
dire(:l -currenl resistance less than 4 n?l
lIa8 this choke coil at least 20 h in·
ducta nce a nd an ene rgy factor Q of at
least 20 ?
I-I at thill tuning condenser a maxi·
mum capaci tance o( 250 p.pl and a 20
to 1 ra nge?
lIae thie filter condenser at least 4 ~(
capacita nce a nd a power (actor o( only

T
[TI

O.5%?
Ie t he resista nce o( this rheostat
200 kn?

Is tbe zero resista nce o( t his decade.
resistance box only 5 mn?
The TYPE 650.A Impeda nce Bridge
will (urnish the answers t o all these
questions a nd ma ny othel"8. It will
measure direcl -current resistance over
9 decades (rom 1 mn to 1 Mn, inductance over 8 decades frOID 1 ~b to
100 h, with an e nergy (actor (Q -

W;)

up to 1000, capacitance over 8 decades
(rom 1 jJ.~ ( to 100 ~ f, with a dissipation
factor (D - RwC) up to unity.'
T hese results are read directly from
d ials having approximately logarithmic
sca les similar to t hose used on slide
rules. T he pos itiou of tbe decimal
point and the proper electrical unit are
indicated by the positions of two se·
lector switches. Thus the CR L multiplier s\o'itch in Figure 1 points to a combined mUltiplying fact or and electrical
unit of 1 ~ r 80 that the indicated ca-

•n.. r...,• •b., d,io hrid• • io u""bIe of _ ......., .
...,'IY "'-"- •• k.. It _ , . '0

toeOe.-.- ... i .... Iu. . .

oIio ..... "w. bot ... ~ lu 01...,...1000 I ....... ~ ..... po .. rr
i . .leo . .. he.lboo .......... 10...

I ......

f.",. ..............

5i_.bot brid . e ........ _ R..c oI.....,<I,. • •be .... " ..ipO'
. 1000 f ...... b ........ uoted, e.U .bou.. ~ . be ... 0 ....... <'e,
I... _ . _ .....-., . , _ , ...-.
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pacitance as shown on the CRL dial is
2.67 pf, because the D-Q multIplier
switch has been set on C for the measurement of capacitance. It also shows
that the DO dial is to be read for dissipation factor D with a multiplying factor
oro. I yielding 0.26.
If the condenser had a smaller dissipation hctor, this D-Q mUltiplier
switch would have been set for the D
dial with a multiplying factor of 0.01.
Thus the D dial, as shown in Figure I,
indicates a dissipation factor of 0.0 196
or a power factor of 1.96%.
For the measurement of pure resistance the D-Q multiplier switch would
be set at R so that the CRL dial indicates a resistance of 2.67 n.
For the measurement of inductance
the D-O multiplier switch would be set
at L and the CRL dial indicates 2.67
mho Using the DO dial the multiplier is I
and the energy factor Q as shown in Fiaure I is 2.6. Had the coil under measurement been a large iron-core choke coil,
the CRL multiplier switch miaht have
been set at the 10 h point, thus indicatina 26.7 h. Then the D-Q multiplier
switch would have been set to indicate
the Q dial with a multiplier o( 100 and
an energy factor Q of 41 as read on the
Odia!.
The ease of balancing the bridge depends on the UJe of the logarithmically
tapered rheostats and the two multiplier switches. To illustrate this, take first
the measurement of direct-current resistance.
With the unknown resistor connected to the R terminals, the D-Q multiplier switch is set at R, theCENERATOR switch at DC, and the DETECTOR switch at SHUNTED CALVo The
ga1vanometer immediately deflects, indicating by the direction of its denection which way the CRL multiplier
switch should be turned to obtain approximate balance. The CRL dial is
then turned (or exact balance, having
thrown the DETECTOR switch to the
CALVo position.
Because the calibration of the CRL
dial extends to 0, the bridge can be balanced for a number of different settings
of the CRL multiplier switch. This is
very helpful in ascertaininl the approximate value of a resistor. Obviously
greatest accuracy of reading is obtained
when the balance point on lheCRL dial

is within the main decade which occupies three-quarters of its scale length.
An inductor or condenser is measured by connecting it to the CL terminals. The GENERATOR switch is set at
I KC. and the DETECTOR switch at
EXT, head telephones being connected
to the EXTERNAL DETECTOR terminals. The D-Q multiplier switch is set on
Lor C as the case demands, pointing to
the DO dial. The CRL dial is swep t
rapidly over its range to indicate the
direction of balance. The CR L multiplier switch is then moved in the directio n
indicated and balance obtained on the
CRLdial. The DO dial is then turned for

balance. From its setting the desirability of using the D dial or the necessity of
using the 0 dial will be indicated.
The reactance standards are mica
condensers having all the excellent
characteristics of the Type 505 Condensers described in the Experimenter for
January.
The bridge circuit used for measuringcondensers is the regular capacitance
bridge having pure resistances for its ratio arms. Maxwell's bridge is used for
inductors, whose energy factors Q are
less than 10. Above this value Hay's
bridge is used. The interdependence of
the two balances of these last two

Figur. 1. This pI'IOtogrepl'l of the penel em·
phasi:res the Ilmplicity .rK! wide I'Inge of the
imP'danCl bf"idge. in the corn.r .t the I.h
I•• side vi.w of th.inltrumtflt.
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bridge l:ircuits cannot, of course, be prevented, but the use of the IOjanthnllc
rheostats for balanl:ing makes It very
easy to follow the drift of the balance
pOints.
The accuracy of calibration of the
CR L dial is I % over its main decllde. It
nlay be set to 0.2% or a single wire for
most settings of Ihe CRL switch. The
accurJcy of readings for resistance and
capacitance is 1%, for lnductances 2%,
for the middle decades. The accuracy
falls off at small values because the
smallest measurable quanlilles arc I
IOn, I WJ.f, and I ph, respectively. Zero
readings are approximately 10 mn, 4
WJ.f, and O.I/-Ih respectively. The accu·
racy falls off at the large values, becom·
ing 5% for resistance and capacitance
and IO'X for inductance. The accuracy

of calibration of the DQ dials is 10%.
The accu racy of readings for dissipation
factor and energy factor is ei ther 20% o r
0.005, whichever is the larger.
The power for the bridge is drawn
from four No.6 dry cells mou nted at
the back of the cabinet. The liberal size
of these batteries assures II very long
Me. External battenesofhighcrvoltage
may be used to increase the sensitivity
of the bridge for the measurement of
the highest resistances. The internal batteries operate a microphone hummer
for the production of the I·kc cu rrent.
The capacitance of this hummer to
ground is small and h3S been allowed for
in the bridge calib rat ion.
An ex ternal genera tor may be used,
though its capaci tance to ground may
introduce considerable error. Subject to

tlus limitation, the fre<luency may be
vaned over a wide range from a few
eydesto 10 kc.The reading of theCRL
dial IS mdependent of frequenr.:y. The
readings of the D and DQ dials must be
mu lt Iplied by the ralio of the freq uen l:Y
used 10 1 kc to give the correct va lues of
dissipa tion :and energy factors, while
the reJdlng of the Q dial must be diVided by this ratio. For frequencies other
than! kc the r:anges of the DO dials are
altered so that they will no longer over·
lap. AdditlOnul resistance may be inserted by ope mng the SER IES RES. ter·
min:!!s. The Type 526 Rheostats, de·
scribed on page 7, arc <I uite satisfactory
for this use.

- Robert F. field

Design A ssistance - No ise in No ise
Noise is :a subject so much in the news these days we felt
thaI a bit of information generated by Dr. Gordon R. Partridge, of Gener:al Radio , might benefit technical people engaged in noise·reduction effo rts. ThlS note simplifies lind
complements an earlier article In the t:xperimenter. I
A problem often encountered In sound measurements IS the
case of adding a new sound source to an existing background
noise and finding the sound·pressure level th:at the new source
would huve added in the absence of the background. This
note explains how to make the conversio n from the measured
values of background level and b:ackground level plus the
added source.
Call the background noise signal SI and the sum o f the
background level plus the added signal S I + S1. Plot both of
these measured signals (measured in one·third.actave bands,
for inst:ance) on the same graph, as shown in the sketch.
Measure t he difference in decibels between the (5 1 + S1) :and
the SI curves. This difference is tabulated as DIFF in the
accompanying table. For the value of DIFF find Ihe correcllon «(,ORR). Subtract this v:alue of CORR from the
(SI + S1) curve to find the decibel level of signal S2 alone.
!::.xample: The sound·pressure level in a room is 40.5 dB in
the one·third-octave band cente red at 3 15 Hz. An air·condi·
tioner is turned on, and the sound level rises to 42.5 dB. What
sound·pressure level does the air<onditioner alone produce?
Solution: rhe difference is 2.0 dB, so DIFF is equal to 2.0.
The corresponding CORR IS 4.3 dB. Subtract 4.3 from 42.5,
obtallling 38.2 d B. Therefore. the air<onditioner by itself
produces a sound·pressure level or38.2 dB in the one-thlrdoctave band centered al3l 5 Hz.

DIFFerence

CORRechon

DIFFerence

CORReClion

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.'
0.5
0.6
0.7

16.4
13.5
11.8

12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
22.0
24.0
26.0
28.0
30.0
32.0
34.0
36.0
36.0
40.0

0.3
0.2
0.2
01
0.1
0.09
0.Q7
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.010
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.001
0.001
0.000
0.000

to.6
9.6
63
8.3
7.7
7.3
6.9
43
3.0

O'

0.9
1.0
2.0
3.0
'.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0

22
17
1.3
1.0
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.'

•
......"

L. E., "Background Noise CorrecliolUl in Ihe M~uure'
menl of Machine Noise." Genuut Rlldlo f.·x{nrlmenter, December

i !'ack.rd.
' 9)7.
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MORE MEMORY

I'urther development work o n the

Option 2 feature o f the GR 17 90 LogicCirwit Analyzer l has resulted in a n increase in the amount of data that can be
stored, plus mo rc conve nience to the
customer. The initi al design of Optio n
2 incorporated a DE.C disk with 32,000
words of storage. The improved form
includes two cassette-type magneliclape transports, which are ca pable of
sl oring more than 100.000 words per
lape and of provid ing an unlimited pro-

MORE CONVENIENCE

dilional feature of the improved option
is its physical location within the GR
1790 console In the area previously oc(:upied by twosto rage drawers.
The ease of pre paring programs has
been increased. To prepare test pr~
grams. type the text on thc teletypewriter keyboard o r read through the
high-spe e d reader text previo usly
punched in a paper tape . Test programs
can be translated and executed without
use o f paper tape. Source and binary

gram-Iape library,
Ability to duplicate lapes is II feature
not ma tc hed by the disk system. An ad·

Price
Desc.iption
'790 l ogic-Ci.cult Anl lyze., console version
()Pilon 1 R&ek Ve!'$.on
()pt.on 2 Add.hONII MefnOl"Y
PY'Cft subtKIlO IlUi1lI.ty d.sco",n!

I"GII. 1190 Lope ,Clrcu ll Analyu'r,"GR Ex.
p"rim~tI'f!(.

JUllulfy/t"bruary 1970.

•

•

In

USA

532,500.00
Ina e)( l ~ charge!
Mkt " ,500.00

tion is listed as the GR 1654-Z2 Sort·
ing System. The ca pacito r ranges from
o to 1.11111 pF iTt incremen ts as s malt
as I pF a nd with an accuracy of 0.05%
+ 0.5 pF. Air capacltors are used for the
two lowe r decades and precision silvered-mica capacitors for the remainder. The unit IS provided wi th threeterminal connec tions that can be altered
easily to tw~wlTe connections. Development was by R. W. Orr.

GA 1654·Z2 !>Mll ng System

GR 1.:t13 Prec.s.on Deeade Capac.tor

lest programs can be stored, modified,
or made accessible by commands typed
on the teletypewriter. This fea t ure pr~
mo tes rapid program preparation and
o n·line modification of test programs.
The formal presentation of the
fea tures of Option 2 is: OIYfION 2, EXTI·N DJ:o.D MEMORY . Two cassetteloaded, magnetlc·tape transports, one
of which contains the system programs
and the o ther the user programs. The
cassettes con tam 300 feel of certified
tape capable of holding 100,000 words.
Data-transfe r rate is approximately 330
words pe r second (5 ips), and access
speed is more tha n 6700 wo rds pcrsecond (100 ips) In either directio n. Time
t ypically required fo r access to the entire 300 feet of tape IS 30seconds.
Access to any program on a tape is
pro vide d thro ugh softw are. Genera tio n
and execution of test programs are accomplished without the use of paper
tape, Test programs of over 100,000
words in length are implemented with
no support from the operat or.

.

The GR 1413 PreCision Decade
Capacitor provides, in a single package,
a capacitance standa rd that covers most

widely used Yalues. It was des igned prin'
cipally for use with the GR 1654 Impedance Comparator: the comblna-

I Leoni, R. K•• "Impedance Comparison
Sprinls Ahead," GN. e:rperime,,'er. May ',

tion of impedance bridges whell these
resistances are used in conjunction with
the GR Coaxial Capacitance Standards.
Develo pment of these s tandards was
by R. W. Orr.

GR 1442 Co.)(Ial Resistance Standard

Ava ilability o f the GR 144 2-C/ D/E
Coax ial Resistance Standards, with
values of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 n respectively , e ll tends the range of GR coax ial
resistors from 1,000 to 0.5 n. It is
possible to establis h very low values of
standard dissipation fa c ton; for calibra-
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GR 1656 Impedance 8ridge

An inexpensive 0.1 % CRL bridge
with fasl-balance lever switehes, designated the CR 1656 Impedance Bridge.
The basic limitations on the accuracy of our 1% impedance bridge (G R
1650-8)1 are the resolution and accu·
racy of the main rheostat and its diaJ. lf
a decade resistor were used , it would be
relatively easy to lighten the tolerances
on the internal standards to get a more
accurate bridgc. However, decade resistors ( with the exception of the new GR
1436) have a row o f knobs or concentric knobs which, while satisfactory fo r
occasional adjustmen t, are tiresome for
those who must continually balance
bridges. Our most accurate universal
bridge (the GR Type 1608,2 now
0.05%) solves this problem by use of a
special 100-position switch, so that
only two concentric knobs are needed.
Thisassembly , however, is comparatively expensive. Its use, plus installation of
many other measurement and convenience features, results in a relatively expensive general-purpose instrument.
We think we've found the answer to
the problem of designing a quickly balanced, high-resolution bridge. Our precision capacitance bridge (GR Type
1615)3 uses a lever switch with digital
readout which we, and our customers,
have found very convenient. While this
switch design is too expensive for a
low-price instrument, we have, with the
help of the Oak Manufacturing Company, developed a new lever switch for
general-purpose use. This switch is the
I Havener. C. D., "The Univen.1 Impedance
Bridle - New Faee, New Fealures," GR
f",nr'meflter, MIY 1968.
Hill, H. P., "A Pr~ise, GeMTlI·Pu rpOH
Impedlnce 8r1d,e," GR E)tperimmter,
r.1rch 1962.
Henh, 1. r., "Accllrlcy, Precision, and
Conven ien ce for Clplcitance MusllremenlS," GR £)tplUfmerttlU. AUluu/Seplem·
beT 1962.

main readout control in the new GR
1656. With it , we have substantially
reduced the time required to make a
balance and greatly simplified the work
required to set several digits to zero wit h one sweep of the hand 1
The improved readout resolution of
the GR 1656, in addi tion to allowing
better accu racy in readi ngs , offers two
other advantages. T he smallest C, R, G
or L that can be detected is ex tended by
a factor often to 0. 1 pF, 1001-10, 100
pU (or pico-siemens) and 0. 1 I-I~I . rcspectively, and standards of even-decade values can be compared to 0.0 1%.
Another important improvement is
the se nsitive field-effect- transistor
chopper-type de detec to r that provides
good sensitivity over all ranges of the R
and G bridges, from 10-4 to 10 10 O.
This wide range, with its basic 0.1 %
accuracy, makes the C R 1656 a good dc
resistance bridge as well as a good ac
bridge.
I n other respec ts the new instru ment
is very similar to the popula r GR

1650-8, having in common its six
bridges (series and parallel C and L , plus
R and G), its battery operation. its
internal signal source and detector, and
its high D an d Q accuracy. TheO.OOI·D
accuracy is part icularly important in a
0.1 % bridge for, in many circuits, such a
difference in D is just as important as a
0. 1% difference in the value of the
parameter.
The obvious use of the new bridge is
in component measurement, particularly those components o f tight tolerance
whieh have come into wide use during
the past few years. If the detector sensitivity is adj usted to cause a given meter
deflection for a given percent unbalance, it may be used for rapid go/no-go
measurements. It can be used also for a
variety o f measurements on networks
and electrical devices.

()eyolopment of thllGR 1656 was by H. P.
Hall. who also contributed the foregoing
material.

Compille specifications 101 the items below ere in Catelog U.

Catalog
Number
1413·9700
1413·9701
0480·9703
1442·9702
1442-9703
144 2·9704
1656-9701
1656·9702
1650·9601
1654·9700
1654·9701
1654·9702

Description
1413 Precision DKad. Capaci tor
Bench Model
Rack Model
Rack· Ad aptor Set
Coui,1 Resistlnee Stlnderd
1442.(:,0.5n
1442-0 ,1.0n
1442-E,2.0n
16561mpedlnee BTidll8
Portable Model
Rack Model
165O-P l Test J ig
165 41m pedlnee ComlMrlto'
Bench Model
Rack Model
165 4-Z2 So n ing System
{with decade capaci tor '

Price
in USA
$930.00
950.00
20.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
700.00
735.00
35.00
1300.00
1250.00
2230.00

Pricn subjtc tt o qUlnuty cI'Kount
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